Inmarsat, Addvalue and Network Innovations bring the
first IP-based broadband terminal and vessel
monitoring to U.S. fisheries market with iFleetONE™
Real-time fisheries management and governance to ensure robust quota
compliance and safeguard sustainable fishing
21 November 2019: Inmarsat, the world leader in global, mobile satellite communications,
along with its partners Addvalue Innovation Pte Ltd (Addvalue) and Network Innovations,
have launched the first type-approved IP-based terminal and Vessel Monitoring System
(VMS) for fishing vessels operating in United States (U.S.) waters, marking a significant
milestone for sustainable fishing in the U.S.
The new broadband communications and VMS package was launched at a Network
Innovations event at the Pacific Maritime Expo in Seattle from November 21-23.
The Addvalue iFleetONE communications terminal and proprietary VMS have been typeapproved in four of the five U.S. Fisheries Management regions, as required by the U.S.
National Maritime Fisheries Service (NMFS) Office of Law Enforcement (OLE). Type approval
in the fifth region is expected imminently.
Inmarsat’s Eric Griffin, VP for Offshore & Fishing, said: “We are excited to work with
Network Innovations and Addvalue to be the first into the vast U.S. fisheries sector with
iFleetONE. This high-speed broadband terminal and VMS combination will transform
regulatory compliance, fisheries governance in U.S. waters to sustain fish numbers and
protect vital ocean habitats. Meanwhile, commercial fishermen will now have access to voice
and data services, enhancing crew welfare and providing reliable communications between
fishing crews and their families and friends ashore.”
An estimated 4,000 legally licensed commercial fishing vessels are permitted to fish in U.S.
Fisheries Management regions. They are required to report their GPS positions via a typeapproved secure satellite link. iFleetONE VMS is the first and only mobile satellite terminal to
provide secure VMS services for NMFS with full-featured voice and IP-based communications
capabilities.

The iFleetONE VMS will, for the first time, enable every stakeholder in the VMS ecosystem,
including NMFS Law Enforcement, fisheries management officials and other end users to
have a suitable platform to develop many new and innovative applications that have been
limited previously by the lack of availability and affordability of legacy technologies.
Dr Colin Chan, Chairman and CEO of Addvalue commented “Leveraging the resilient and
competitive Inmarsat Fleet One services and Network Innovations’ established and pervasive
market reach for coastal fishing vessels in the U.S., we are confident to see good
penetration into the fishery market. This will not only generate significant terminals sales
but also grow recurring revenue with the bundled VMS subscription service for us and our
partners.”
The iFleetONE proposition is the first communications and VMS combination to enter the
substantial U.S. fisheries market with a terminal and broadband system incorporating IP
connectivity based on the guaranteed performance available via Inmarsat L-band services.
Satellite communications systems specialist Network Innovations will provide a range of
airtime plans and packages to support the service, both for data and voice communications.
Speaking for Network Innovations, Matt George, Global Maritime Vice President added: “The
U.S. fisheries sector is a substantial new market for innovative satellite communications and
we are looking forward to offering a range of airtime packages specifically tailored to fulfil
the requirements set forth by National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) for
the different regions. We offer a series of plans that range from VMS reporting only plans, to
plans that include additional data packages to allow fishers to take full advantage of the
connectivity provided by iFleetONE. Our specialty is helping customers choose the right
solution and airtime package for them.”
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About Inmarsat
Inmarsat is the world leader in global, mobile satellite communications. It owns and
operates the world’s most diverse global portfolio of mobile telecommunications satellite
networks, and holds a multi-layered, global spectrum portfolio, covering L-band, Ka-band
and S-band, enabling unparalleled breadth and diversity in the solutions it provides.
Inmarsat’s long-established global distribution network includes not only the world’s leading
channel partners but also its own strong direct retail capabilities, enabling end to end
customer service assurance.
The company has an unrivalled track record of operating the world’s most reliable global
mobile satellite telecommunications networks, sustaining business and mission critical safety
& operational applications for 40 years. It is also a major driving force behind technological
innovation in mobile satellite communications, sustaining its leadership through a substantial
investment and a powerful network of technology and manufacturing partners.
Inmarsat operates across a diversified portfolio of sectors with the financial resources to
fund its business strategy and holds leading positions in the Maritime, Government, Aviation
and Enterprise satcoms markets, operating consistently as a trusted, responsive and highquality partner to its customers across the globe.
For further information, follow us on LinkedIn or on Twitter @InmarsatGlobal.
About Addvalue Technologies Ltd
Addvalue Innovation Pte Ltd, a wholly-owned subsidiary of SGX Mainboard-listed Addvalue
Technologies Ltd (A31), is a leading satellite-based communication solutions company.
Addvalue provides state-of-the-art communication terminals for use in space, in the air, at
sea and on the ground. The company also offers extensive engineering and integration
services to its customers. Addvalue’s expertise extends far beyond where the world’s
terrestrial networks end. Whatever the market or application, the company’s wide range of
satellite-based products and services is sure to offer the right technology to drive enhanced
connectivity.
Find out more at www.addvaluetech.com.
About Network Innovations
For over 30 years, Network Innovations (NI) has grown consistently and profitably to a team
of over 250 personnel located at offices around the globe. Headquartered in Calgary,
Canada, our success has come through the development and delivery of innovative
communications solutions for the military/defence, oil and gas, mining, media and public
safety organizations. Our flexibility to custom design solutions and integrate various satellite
communications technologies for customer, and industry-specific needs, sets us apart from
the competition.
Find out more at www.networkinv.com.

